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TRANSFORMATION INITIATIVES
CLAIMS SEGMENTATION

Agent Orange Nehmer claims processing
Philadelphia, Huntington, Roanoke, St. Petersburg, Columbia, St. Louis, Togus, Lincoln, Muskogee, Waco, Phoenix, Seattle, and San Diego
Nationwide implementation completed (Inactive as pilot)
Consolidation of cases to 13 Resource Centers - Day-One Brokering Centers
Process Agent Orange Nehmer claims timely and accurately
Express lane for limited issue claims
Seattle, Nashville, Muskogee, St. Paul - Pilot complete, incorporated into I-Lab
Segment single issue claims at each station
Remove one-Issue claims from queue and process them with higher productivity, and analyze the Impact and feasibility of this procedure nationwide
Specialize mental disorder claims
Huntington, Roanoke - Pilot ongoing
Create a dedicated team for pre-determlnation, rating, and authorization at VSCs to handle all claims with mental disorder issues
Review feasibility and impact IfROs were to assign the most difficult cases to high performing employees, develop expertise from specialization, and address
the disincentive in existing performance standards for working on more difficult cases

LEADERSHIP AND CULTURE

Integrated communications program
Central Office - Initiative under way nationwide
Create a strategic communications program to underst
Motivate internal stakeholders to transform the organization and Instill confidence in external stakeholders
VHA/VBA Collaboration (Improve VHA coordination and exam time)
Western Area and Central Office
Nationwide implementation completed (Active as pilot)
Partner with VHA to improve coordination, process, and capacity to reduce turnaround time for exams and medical consults
Eliminate exam cancellations, reduce exam turnaround time, and look for other areas to collaborate better

LEGISLATIVE AND REGULATORY

Extend Diaries for Routine Future Exams
Nationwide implementation completed (Inactive as pilot)
Extend routine future exams scheduled for less than 5 years to the maximum period of 5 years unless exam is required by statute.
Free up resources that would have been used for processing routine future exams for tackling other claims

PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT

Additional quality metrics
Central Office - Closed
Create a quality metric that is based on accuracy of adjudication decision and payment to Veteran, as opposed to accuracy of adjudication process
Improve performance management
Central Area - Initiative under way (Detroit, Cleveland, Houston, Jackson, Los Angeles, Muskogee, Nashville, St. Paul)
Reduce station and employee performance variance by reviewing best practices regarding management, standards and incentives
This Initiative will Include conversations with high performing station managers to Identify drivers of high performance
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Improve quality management
Muskogee - Initiative under way (Atlanta, Baltimore, Chicago, Columbia, Denver, Huntington, Jackson, Los Angeles, Louisville, Montgomery,
Nashville, New Orleans, New York, Pittsburgh, Providence, Roanoke, San Juan, St. Petersburg, Winston-Salem)
Improve local quality reviews to include identification and resolution of root causes adversely impacting quality
Consider shifting audit responsibility from coaches to dedicated quality officers at each VSC; improve mechanisms to address sources of error by offering
targeted training to employees or stations that display consistent patterns in quality review; identify what high quality ROs are doing that is different from other
ROs in terms of quality management, and share best practices
Recruiting and hiring best practices
Detroit Human Resources Center - Nationally implemented (inactive as pilot)
Implement recruiting and hiring best practices
Learn from ROs that are consistently successful at bringing in talent, share best practices with all ROs, provide support in terms of recruiting material, and
reform hiring policy to give ROs more flexibility In picking the best candidates
Revise performance standards (3 Initiatives)
VSR - Togus - Nationwide implementation completed (remains active as pilot)
RVSR - Hartford - Pilot In planning
DRO - Houston - Pilot in planning
Revise VSR, RVSR, and DRO performance standards to align them with station and V8A goals
"Who's Who" recognition program
Nationwide implementation completed (Inactive as pilot, now an operational program)
Create a national recognition program for the highest performing VSRs and RVSRs to include quality, production, and availability time Recognize employees
quarterly and annually
Comprehensive Screening
Hartford - Pilot complete, incorporated into I-Lab
Division split into four teams, with each team completing all work in a "terminal digit" range. Mail identified as requiring action, or "pull mail," receives initial
screening.
Improve claims processing timeliness by reducing the number of hand-offs and quickly taking action on "pull mail."

PROCESS DESIGN

Case management
Pittsburgh - Pilot complete, incorporated into I-Lab
Experiment with several processes including phone development, physician statements, and queuing evidence to reduce the administrative burden on RVSRs,

etc.
Identify improvements to current processes to reduce claims cycle time
Centralize outbound mall
Lincoln - Not implemented (Inactive as pilot)
Shift responsibility of sending outbound mail from VSRs to mailroom employees and test concept for potential vendor/contract assistance.
Reduce administrative burden on VSRs to increase their productivity
Walk-In concept
Wichita and Milwaukee - Pilot complete
Encourage veterans to bring ready-to-rate fully developed claims through incentive of same day rating
Improve quality and completeness of claims submitted to reduce processing time
Lean claims processing
Little Rock, Montgomery, Mllwauee, Chicago
Inactive as pilot - Pilot complete and incorporated into I-Lab
Use lean operations principles to reduce waste in process flow, including co-located teams for processing claims
Eliminate time lost from handoffs. Improve communication between VSRs and RVSRs, and draw upon RVSR expertise during development
Disability Benefits Questionnaires
Nationwide implementation ongoing
Use of disability benefits questionnaires to provide medical exam evidence needed to provide an accurate and timely disability decision; partner with Veterans
to obtain exams
Reduce the wait time for VHA exams, revise old exam templates
Proactive phone development
Nationwide Implementation completed (Active as pilot)
Proactive phone development for collecting evidence from veterans, physicians, VHA and other sources
Reduce development cycle time through faster and better communication
Rapid evaluation of claims
Atlanta - Pilot complete
Create a fast-track process for increased compensation when a Veteran provides medical evidence supporting an existing condition and accurate rating. The
evidence must support waiving the VA exam.
Increase quality of claims received and reduce processing time
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Claims Process Policy Changes
Central Office - Initiative under way
VA is investigating how broad policy (i.e., statutory, regulatory, and internal policy) can be revised to make the claims process more efficient, lean and
Veteran-friendly.
This may be accomplished, in part, by removing redundancies In the law and streamlining potential out-of-date, no-value-added procedures.
Rules-based processing for pension/dependency
St. Paul - Initiative under way
Develop rules for auto adjudication of pension and dependency claims
Free up resources that would have been used for basic pension claims and use them to tackle more difficult disability claims
Smart VA: rules-based processing (hearing loss calculator)
Phoenix - Nationwide implementation completed (Inactive as pilot)
Develop rules for auto adjudication of basic compensation claims
Free up resources that would have been used for basic compensation claims and use them to tackle more difficult disability claims
Veteran interviews and education
Albuquerque - Pilot complete, video in national implementation
Contact the Veteran telephonically and conduct a personal interview to clarify disabilities/benefits claimed and sources of medical records. Produce a video
regarding claim process to help educate Veterans (See YouTube video.)
Increase advocacy for Veterans
Integration Lab
Indianapolis - Pilot ongoing
A single place to test multiple initiatives within a new end-to-end processing model, the I-Lab is bundling claims based on complexity and testing the following
initiatives concurrently: lean claims, Intake processing center, comprehensive screening, express lane, case management, and private medical records. The lab
environment provides a place to test, monitor, and document dependencies and processes.
Testing a new model for claims processing
Disability Evaluation Narrative Text Tool (DENTT)
Nationwide - Pilot ongoing
DENTT is currently expanding on the tenets of the Hearing Loss Calculator to include joints (such as Ankle, Shoulder, Elbow, Knee, Back, etc.)
These tools guide claims decision makers through the process with intelligent algorithms similar to tax preparation software or through simple spreadsheet
buttons and drop-down menus. Objective data and clearly defined rules render a clear recommendation for the VA decision maker's final adjudication.
Intelligent Work Queue (iWQ)
Atlanta, Hartford, and Roanoke - Active pilot, currently in execution planning
IWQ will provide managers and individual employees the ability to get "the right claim to the right person at the right time."
An electronic and intelligent workload management tool will assist in eliminating searching for the "right next case" to work and feed requirements to VBMS for
the electronic/smart routing of cases to individuals and through the entire claims processing system.
Design Team
Atlanta, St. Paul - Localized execution
Redesign rating process to promote more timely service to more claimants at greater accuracy.
The Design team Is standardizing notices to claimants with the goal of eliminating complexity; incorporating a tool for the claim evaluation that eliminates
narrative variance and typographical errors; and developing logic-based tools to request exams and medical opinions in a streamlined process. The Team is
working to improve the evidence-gathering process to reduce re-work by incorporating quality checks earlier and throughout the claims process. The Team Is
also improving employee incentives and recruiting "change management agents" to build support and buy-in for these changes,

RESOURCE CAPACITY

Effective tracking of overtime
St. Petersburg - Pilot ongoing
Expand use of overtime in a judicious manner to increase production through establishment of policy for overtime eligibility and standards for overtime
production. Developed additional tracking mechanism for overtime hours worked and accomplishments realized
Increase production to address the growth in receipts while new hires gain experience and become more productive
Hiring surge
Central Office - Pilot complete
Expand current workforce by 2,000 full-time employees to increase capacity to meet high growth in claims receipts
Increase production and use new resources to address process bottlenecks
Vendors for private medical records
Jackson, New York, St. Louis, Chicago, Indianapolis, Phoenix, Portland - Pilot ongoing
Use vendors to collect medical records from private physicians
Reduce average record collection time from 40 days to 7-10 days and substantially increase physician response rate

TECHNOLOGY
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Agent Orange development assistance ("Fast Track")
Nationwide Implementation completed (Active pilot)
Streamline process for development of AO claims
Outsource technology for development ofAO claims and automate processes
Operating at http://www.fasttrack._va.gov
Business Transformation Lab
Providence - Pilot complete
Experiment with process innovations to build the process design for paperless workflow
Streamline process flow for reduced cycle time and better use of resources after VBMS Is complete
MAP-D live
San Diego - Inactive as a pilot at this time, but not closed
Enable visibility into claims status for Veterans by improving accuracy of claim data in MAP-D, linking Veterans, VBMS, VRM and claims processors, expanding
Veterans' access online.
Provide better customer service to Veterans
Scan and store digital images
Records Management Center (St. Louis) - Pilot complete
Scan and store digital images of records at the Record Management Center
Reduce wait time through electronic transfer of service records that are currently mailed to ROs
SMC calculator
Nationwide implementation complete (Inactive as pilot)
Develop a special monthly compensation calculator online, then within RBA 2000
Enable claims processors to quickly determine correct payment
Veterans Benefits Management System (VBMS)
Central Office - Initiative under way (Providence and Salt Lake City)
Develop paperless claims IT solution to improve future business process and integrate with Veteran Relationship Management and Virtual Lifetime Electronic
Record
Enable more efficient claims process now to reduce cycle time from elimination of transportation of paper claims and to support process changes like
segmentation of complex claims and auto-adjudication
Interactive online assistance
Hartford - Initiative under way
Reduce backlog, improve timeliness, and increase transparency with chat and secure messaging capability online for Veterans and VBA employees to
communicate
Online chat communication can increase transparency and quickly provide claims assistance
Virtual Regional Office
Baltimore - Initiative complete
Evaluate IT system requirements and business processes in virtual environment
Veterans Relationship Management (VRM)
Central Office - Initiative under way nationwide
Upgrade and expand communication capabilities with Veterans (e.g., web, phone, email, social media)
Improve the speed, accuracy, and efficiency of interacting with Veterans

VETERAN PARTNERSHIP

Improve contention quality
Chicago - Pilot complete
Partner with VSOs and veterans to improve the accuracy of contentions (disabilities identified) in the application.
Reduce application processing time taken up by collecting evidence needed to deny contentions without merit
Interim Ratings / Quick Pay
St. Petersburg - Initiative complete, incorporated into I-Lab
Rate issues as quickly as possible without waiting for all evidence (even if VA can only grant a lower evaluation to start benefits, while continuing claim
development to grant a higher evaluation)
Serve Veterans by making the first payment as quickly as possible
Fully Developed Claims (Public Law 110-389 pilots)
Nationwide Implementation completed (Active as pilot)
In accordance with PL 110-389, Section 221, two pilots were: 1.) 10 stations tested the expedited processing of fully developed claims, now implemented as
national policy, and 2.) 4 stations tested the use of a checklist mailed to assist the veterans in submitting evidence.
Streamline the claims process
VAMC-RO Joint venture/medical officer
Louisville - Pilot complete and incorporated into I-Lab
C&P physician from VAMC visits the RO to prepare medical opinions, provide exam clarification, and answer medical exam-related questions
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Improve claims processing timeliness by reducing the time to obtain adequate medical evidence
VSR single signature pilot
Initiative under way - Milwaukee, Philadelphia, St. Paul
Experienced VSRs selected to process simple award actions with no second level review for claims that result no adjustments to benefits
Eliminate second level review of specific award actions without compromising Quality
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